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5th Wonder Warranty
Complete peace of mind

Customer has an option to choose from warranty options: 3 years/unlimited km or 4 years/60,000 km or 5 years/50,000 km. #The spirited new VERNA (1.0 Turbo Petrol) has lowest average yearly periodic maintenance service cost of ₹2,893 for 5 years/50,000 km in Delhi. Source: Cardekho.com.

Some of the equipments illustrated or described in this brochure may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at an extra cost. Hyundai Motor India reserves the right to change specifications, schemes and equipment without prior notice. Body colours are trim specific. The colour plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process. Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colours and trims. Functionality of Bluelink depends on adequate power supply and uninterrupted network connectivity to the infotainment system. The Bluelink system is designed in such a way that it makes vehicle theft difficult if its circuit and battery connection is uninterrupted. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a trademark of Google Inc. Terms & conditions apply.
India's most loved sedan is back. Sportier, sexier and sleeker than ever before. With a dynamic new line-up of petrol and diesel engine variants and a sophisticatedly crafted design, the spirited new VERNA is the epitome of style and performance on four wheels.
Sensuous design.

Take a walk around the spirited new VERNA and be charmed by its exquisitely crafted sensuous sporty design and mesmerising front grille. Observe its new full LED headlamps, LED tail lamps and the twin tip muffler (turbo). Let its sporty R16 diamond cut alloy wheels sweep you off your feet.
Spirited performance.

The spirited new VERNA is not just all looks. Pop open the hood and you’ll know what it’s all about. With exciting new engine variants, transmission options and brand new paddle shifters (turbo), experience the power of the spirited new VERNA as you charge ahead and take control of the city roads.

1.5 l MPI petrol engine
Max. power: 84.4 kW (115 PS) / 6 300 r/min
IVT (Intelligent variable transmission) & 6-speed manual transmission

1.5 l U2 CRDi diesel engine
Max. power: 84.6 kW (115 PS) / 4 000 r/min
6-speed automatic & manual transmission

1.0 l Kappa turbo GDi petrol engine
Max. power: 88.3 kW (120 PS) / 6 000 r/min
7-speed DCT (Dual clutch transmission)
The spirited new VERNA has been designed keeping you in mind. With the swanky new electro chromic mirror (with Bluelink) and a suave new AVNT (with Bluelink interface) always stay connected from the convenience of your sedan.

Bluelink features:
- Hello Bluelink
- Remote engine start/stop**
- Remote climate control (AC) with engine start**
- Cricket scores
- Push maps by Bluelink connect centre
- Tyre pressure information
- SOS/emergency assistance
- RSA (Road side assistance)
- Interactive voice recognition
- Fuel level information
- Dial by number
- Indian holidays information
- Remote door lock/unlock

Electro chromic mirror - IRVM with Bluelink switches

Arkamys premium sound with front tweeters, front & rear speakers

20.32 cm (8") touchscreen AVNT with HD display

*Bluelink available in select variants only. **In automatic transmissions only. #Works with select android smartphones only.

3 Years free Bluelink subscription
Intelligent features.

The spirited new VERNA has a ton of features customised to satisfy all your needs. The ingenious new smart trunk to pack all that you love without putting a finger on the boot. Front ventilated seats to keep you cool even in the hot Indian summer. An electric sunroof and a wireless charger to maximise quality time while travelling.

- Front ventilated seats
- Smart trunk
- Electric sunroof
- Wireless phone charger
- Digital cluster with 10.67 cm (4.2”) colour TFT MID
- Cruise control

*Works with compatible smartphones only.
Classy to the core.

Experience the touch of finesse every time you take a seat in the spirited new VERNA. The new premium dual-tone beige & black interiors and all black interiors with red accents (turbo) lend a classy vibe to the cabin, designed to match your killer instinct.

Other Features: Leather* upholstery | Rear centre armrest with cup holder | Rear manual curtain | Leather* wrapped steering wheel | Leather* wrapped gear knob

*Leatherette
#AT-Leather, MT-Leatherette
Super safety.
To ensure a secure drive every time you get behind the wheel, the spirited new VERNA comes loaded with safety features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (turbo) and rear parking features.
Super safety.

To ensure a secure drive every time you get behind the wheel, the spirited new VERNA comes loaded with safety features. A super sturdy body structure and 6 airbags to assure the safety of everyone in the cabin. Emergency stop signal and cornering lamps to aid driving on difficult roads. Front parking sensors (ultras) and rear parking sensors with dynamic guidelines to help park in tight spots.
The spirited new VERNA (1.0 Turbo Petrol) has lowest average yearly periodic maintenance service cost of ₹2,893 for 5 years / 50,000 km in Delhi. Source: Cardekho.com.

Functionality of Bluelink depends on adequate power supply and uninterrupted network connectivity to infotainment system. The Bluelink system is designed in such a way that it makes vehicle theft difficult if its circuit and battery connection is uninterrupted.

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a trademark of Google Inc. *Terms & conditions apply.
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